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27th October 2020 

 

Written Submission to the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration on the Impact of COVID- 19 on 

the Immigration system. 

 
This written submission covers four main discussion areas, namely: 

1. Instructions from Immigrations, Refugees Citizenship Canada (IRCC) 

2. Responses from affected IRCC clients 

3. The Realities 

4. Recommendation and conclusion  

  

Discussion Areas Responses 

Instructions from Immigrations, 
Refugees Citizenship Canada 
(IRCC) 

 

▪ Informational letters were updated on client’s accounts giving assurances that in the case we were 

unable to travel due to the pandemic, no approved application will be refused. We were also 

informed to raise webforms once we were able to travel 

▪ As part of developing guidelines for the CoPR extension process, IRCC launched and conducted a 

survey on the 18th of June 2020, seeking for responses on the impact of COVID-19 on her clients.  

The survey was a welcome development as it showed some progress  

▪ In July 2020, an updated guideline was released where applicants with expired CoPR (Group3 – 

outside the US) were instructed to submit settlement plans in Canada as requirements for the 

extension process.  

▪ As shown in appendix 1 - IRCC Instructions/guidelines, the settlement plan would include Proof 

of settlement funds, lease agreement in Canada (if any), Job offers in Canada (if any)/employment 

plans, quarantine plans and any other document to prove the non-discretionary reason(s) to travel 

to Canada. 
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▪ As per same IRCC’s instruction, priority will be given to applicants with a proposed or confirmed 

travel plan or willingness to book and confirm travel plans immediately once approved. 

▪ Furthermore, on the 26th July 2020, IRCC posted updates through its twitter handle confirming that 

timelines on processing of CoPRs extensions could not be given and has continued to send out 

periodic reminders of same. See appendix 1 - IRCC Instructions/guidelines 

▪ It was further confirmed that a travel authorization would be issued once an assessment of whether 

travel exemptions have been met.  

Responses from the affected 
IRCC clients:  
 
Nigeria 
India 
 

Nigeria 

▪ As per IRCC’s instruction to submit the Ready-to-travel (RTT) webform, a group numbering 185 

individuals in Nigeria set out to gather the required documents to ensure a smooth and prompt 

processing of the CoPR extension. It is worthy to note that those with valid CoPRs/PRVs (approved 

on or before 18th  March 2020) at this time, could travel to Canada without the need to forward a 

settlement plan to IRCC. 

▪ Given the closure of the International airports in Nigeria at this time and to show a confirmed travel 

plan, same group approached two airlines (Overland Airways and Ethiopian Airlines) to facilitate our 

flight to Canada. Luckily, the request was granted, and cover letters addressed to IRCC were obtained 

and same was submitted alongside other documents with the RTT webform. 

▪ Two travel dates were chosen for the flight – Saturday 28th August 2020 and Saturday 5th September 

2020. Relying on IRCC’s instruction, some applicants booked confirmed travel tickets, paid for Airbnb 

and hotels for the mandatory quarantine while others incurred expenses on lease agreement. 

▪ Appendix 2-RTT Web forms Acknowledgement shows a sample of RTT webforms 

acknowledgement (07/23/2020 & 07/29/2020) and a confirmation that the attached documents 

(settlement plans) have been forwarded to the “responsible office” for their consideration. 

India 

Like affected Nigerians, applicants from India have taken the necessary steps to book flight tickets through 

a special bubble arrangement called Vande Bharat Mission which cost them several thousands of dollars for 

one-way tickets. They have also raised the RTT webform and from the interactions, they have received 

similar limited responses from IRCC. 
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The Realities 

 

▪ Despite raising the required webforms (in some cases multiple times) and attaching documents 

providing settlement plans, we have continued to experience delays in processing of authorization 

letters and/or CoPR extensions.  

▪ We have escalated the situation through the following initiatives: 

o Emails to the Office of the Prime Minister, Minister of Immigration, Shadow Minister of 

Immigration and the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration. We also reached 

out to GlobalNews and CICNews , however we have received little or no reassurances as to 

a timeline for the processing 

o An Online petition addressed to the Government of Canada and IRCC on expired CoPRs 

http://chng.it/9vDv7tKc which has (so far) garnered over 3000 supporters. 

o Twitter storms using hashtags such as #CoPRExtension & #ExpiredCoPR, See appendix 3 - 

Feedbacks/Social Media engagements 

o Constant phone calls to the call centers and emails were sent to the different visa offices. All 

efforts proved futile and little did we know that it was going to be a long walk to freedom. 

▪ I have attached feedback shared by individuals who called the call center. Some of which reveal 

inconsistencies with IRCC’s instruction. 

▪ I will like to state that each day passes by without any realistic hope of hearing from IRCC, it has 

become very tough to continue with our lives as plans had already been made to settle in Canada. 

▪ Many had long left their jobs, withdrawn kids from school since the past eight months, sold all our 

properties with the intention of moving to Canada, had our bags packed and have been living in 

limbo ever since. 

▪ The delay also led to loss of funds and loss of job opportunities in Canada. Please find evidence of 

this in appendix 7 - Proof of loss of job in Canada & 8 - Proof of loss of funds 

 

 

Authorization letters 

▪ In fairness to IRCC, while a significant number of affected applicants are still waiting, a few have 

randomly received the authorization letters from IRCC in August, September and October 2020, the 

criteria for the selection however remains unknown.  

http://chng.it/9vDv7tKc
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▪ Some visa offices are increasingly churning out these letters, but a few visa offices have been silent. 

Worthy of note are Ottawa and Sydney visa offices. Most extension applications processed from 

these two visa offices have been far-between or non-existent. 

▪ For tracking purposes, a total of 797 affected IRCC clients responded to a survey to independently 

monitor IRCC’s response rate as it relates to CoPR extension. The result of the can be found in 

appendix 5 - Result of Survey & appendix 6 - Result of Survey 

▪ Honorable MPs, going by the outcome of the survey, this shows that a good number of approved PR 

applicants with expired CoPRs are still stuck in their home countries with little or no hopes of 

receiving the authorization letter from IRCC. 

▪ To further substantiate this claim, herewith is a link to a post shared by Shelby Thevenot (an 

immigration journalist) on twitter confirming IRCC’s latest response to her enquiries after the 

publication of our story -

https://twitter.com/shelby_thevenot/status/1319384323376746496?s=20. The comments to 

the post reveal the pains, agony, mental torture we have been experiencing. See appendix 4 - 

Reactions on IRCC’s feedback to CIC News 

▪  

Recommendations and 
Conclusion 

 

In all of these, the following inferences could be drawn from the process of extending expired CoPRs during 
the pandemic: 

▪ Whilst IRCC seem to have issued a clear instruction to her clients on the process of extending the 
expired CoPRs, the process was hugely not followed by the visa offices. Inconsistencies were noted 
in the extension process as visa officers were empowered to take decisions as deemed fit before 
granting the authorization letter. 

 
▪ A huge number of approved PR applicants who are exempt from the current travel restrictions are 

still waiting on IRCC with no end in sight. The immigration target of 341,000 for year 2020 continues 
to be threatened with this prolonged and inexplicable delay from IRCC. 

 
Honorable MPs, In the same light, please permit me to table some of our recommendations which we 
humbly appeal that the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration considers. 

 

https://twitter.com/shelby_thevenot/status/1319384323376746496?s=20
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▪ To prevail on IRCC to close-out all expired COPR cases in the year 2020 and not carried forward to 
2021 as all expired COPR holders are still hopeful to arrive in Canada this year, our lives have since 
been on a stand-still. We are highly skilled economic migrants and we bring skills that will be valuable 
in driving economic growth through the pandemic and beyond 
 

• Issuance of Authorization letter should be automatic and not conditional. This will increase 
the processing timelines and also reduce the already stretched IRCC workforce and help 
channel resources towards the processing of pending applications. 
 

▪ Adoption of a sustained and uniformed pattern for the issuance of the authorization letter across all 
visa offices.  
 

▪ Deployment of more resources to aid all the visa offices with the issuance of the authorization letter. 
 

▪ Waiver of Re-medicals request and other expired documents as determined by the visa officers. This 
becomes necessary as these are already approved files in addition to the cost implications and 
inconveniences of carrying out medical examination. 

 
▪ Launch an enquiry as to the reasons new applicants are issued PPRs while holders of expired CoPRs 

are being neglected. 
 

• As an alternative to authorization letters, an instruction could be sent to the Immigration 
departments of the home countries of all the affected IRCC clients to allow boarding with expired 
COPRs/PRVs.  
 

Once again, I extend my sincere appreciation to this committee for allowing me to appear and act as a 
witness to the impact of COVID-19 on the Immigration system. Should there be a need to provide further 
updates on the issues raised, I will not hesitate to make myself available. 
 
Thank you, 
David Ojo 

Witness  
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APPENDIX 

 

I. IRCC Instructions/guidelines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II.   

 1 - IRCC Instructions/guidelines 
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2-RTT Web forms Acknowledgement 
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3 - Feedbacks/Social Media engagements 
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4 - Reactions on IRCC’s feedback to CIC News 

https://www.cicnews.com/2020/10/thousands-of-would-be-canadian-permanent-residents-stranded-abroad-1016093.html 

 

 

 

 

https://www.cicnews.com/2020/10/thousands-of-would-be-canadian-permanent-residents-stranded-abroad-1016093.html
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5 - Result of Survey 

 

 

 

 Source: Independent Survey done by a sample of the affected IRCC clients 
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6 - Result of Survey 

 

 Source: Independent Survey done by a sample of the affected 

IRCC clients 
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7 - Proof of loss of job in Canada 
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8 - Proof of loss of funds 


